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The Controversy
T-GROUPeducation has been the subject of more controversy
and has commanded more expenditure of managers' time and
money and more attention from behavioral scientists and business school faculty members than perhaps any management
technique to date. Ever since the early writings on T-Group
experiences there has been controversy over both the propriety
and effectiveness of using T-Groups as a method of management training.
I n 1961, Tannenbaum, Weschler, and Massarik reported
the results of several empirical inquiries conducted by the
UCLA Human Relations Research Group from 1950 to 1960.
The reactions to their report, as with most claims for the value
of T-Group training, were highly mixed. Bach, a psychologist
(in Tannenbaum et al,), stated, "Here is a practical, corrective
approach to one of the basic evils in industrial corporate life,
the misunderstandings, tensions, and conflicts due to misperceptions and lack of reality orientation" (Tannenbaum,
Weschler & Massank, 1961. p. 396).
Dubin, a aociologist, concluded that sensitivity training can
well result in changes in perception which, because of differences between organizational and individual expectations, will
result in an organtzational pathology in the form of threat to
continuity (Tannenbaum et al., 1961).
At a1963 Cornell University conference on management development, Odiome (Business Week, 1963) severely criticized
T-Group training on the grounds that: (1) it is not training-
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since the objectives and process hai,e not hern well defined,
are not yet well underatood, and are not within the control of
the instructor; (2) it has been known to result in serious mental disturbance for the perticipants; and (3) It is inconsistent
with business and the economic world we l i w in.
In rebuttal, hrgyris (Business W e e k , 19fi3) said that in the
T-Groups conducted by the National Training Laboratories
(NTL) there have becn only four "neriwws breakdowns"
among 10,000 students. and "all of these people had previous
psychiatric histories." He stated further, "A trainer can only
go so far in preventing destructive experience." The important
thing is that people in T-Group trainmg "can decide how much
they want to pay psychically" for what they are learning.
Professor Argyris also denies the chargc that T-Group training
is psychotherapy, though it does aim to change behavior.
And, in a recent review of a book concerned with T-Group
training, Behind the Ezecutive Mask, Wayne Kirchner (1965)
states :
Da

we really want to rip off the " e x e r ~ t w emaak: vhieh hldn lrom the
individual his tr!x hehngr, dcmrvr, and knowlrdrr of xlf? Most peuplc

have taken many yeus to build UP thls "ma*" or ta build up their
psychdugical dele-.
W h k it e m be v e ~ yeohghtenmg to find out that
nobody laves YOU and that Some people t h m k you have undesirable tralti,
tha E O ~ sko be D ' c r y shocking exper~encr ta mdividuala and not
n e ~ e ~ ra lbeneficlai
~y
one ( p a n ) .

I n a recent hook, Schein and Bennis raise several questions
concerning the appropriate use and the dangers involved in
the use of T-Groups. In reviewing this hook, Shepard (1966)
states, "Perhaps it's healthy to keep these concerns explicjt;
perhaps it's neurotic" (p. 57).
I t should be recognized that many proponents of T-Group
traming, including Professor Argyns, have conducted a substantial amount of research to test their own assumptlons and
hypotheses. It is to their credit that even though some of this
research has resulted in disappointing findings, they have continued to publish their findings, criticize their own efforts, and
revise their own procedures and position on the issues.
For pwposes of defining "T-Group" education, I shall quote
Professor Paul Buchanan (1964C), who states:
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Tnioing appmaehes meriting the m c of labanton (or TGmup) utilize:
(1) B faee-to-lace, largely unstructured group m I p r i m vehicle for
learnmg, ( 1 ) planned activities rnvolving interaction between individuals
and/or hatreen groups, (31 systematio and frequent feedback and anslyms
of mlorm&tion regardmg what happened m the here-md-now and what
eK-1 I t had. (4) dilemmu or pmbkms lor which '"old
of behaving
for mmt of the p.rtrcrpaola do not provide efkctive cour~esof actma (sod
thus for which mnovntwe or "rarch" behavror is requmdl. and (5)
genershratim, or reformui8tmo 01 oonoepts and vsiucs hasod upon the
analysis of direct experrenoea

-"

This, then, is Buchanan's explanation of what wnstitutes
"T-Group" education. It will serve as the working definition
for this paper.

Confusing Evidence
There is a substantid amount of post-training testimony,
casual observation, and recall concerning both the process and
the e5ect of T-Group education. Unfortunately this information is contradictory and confusing.
The National Training Laboratories has conducted a c o siderable amount of post-training survey research for purposes
of determining the reaction of participants to the training both
at the Completion of T-Group prugrams and after the trainees
have returned to the job. Such posetraining opinions have revealed much enthusiaem and some disappointment over the
T-Group experiences (hadford,'l953). Although in the minority, some post-training tesponses have revealed skepticism,
disappointment, and, i n some csses, even resentment for having been subjected to unpleasant experiencea.
Klaw (1965) states that although the majority report they
have been changed for the better, some people return from
laboratory training liking themselves less and not knowing
what to do about it. H e cites a post training survey of more
than 100 graduates of a laboratory sponsored by Western
Training Laboratories, an affiliate of the National Training
Laboratories, that revealed that one graduale in 10 felt pretty
much this way. H e quotes one man as saying the training had
left him "in a very disturbed state. . .. I seemed to have lost
all the positive aspects of my self-concept. I realized that I had
built up Conceptp ahout my& that were untenable. B u t I bad
not gained anything to r e p h them."
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One posetraining opinion survey revealed that two-thirds
of the participants viewed the T-Group program as slightly
more helpful than useless and one-third viewed the program
as helpful. Particlpanta saw themselves changing in seven or
eight measurements of behavior. Approximately half the
changes were positive and half of the changes negative (Fouudation for Research on Human Behavior, 19fiO).

Significance of the Controversy: '
One might ssk whether a single training technique is worth
so much controversy. There we three important reasons why
this controversy is a significant one for both students and practitionersin the fieldof management.
First, a tremendous fund of resources is currently being allocated to T-Group education. Several graduate schools of busineea include a t least one course in T-Group education as a required part of both their regular graduate programs and their
advaneed management programs for practicing executives. As
of 1962, Miles (1962) reported that 4,000 people have attended
T-Group training programs sponsored by the National Training Laboratories, that spproximately 900 persons attend NTL
labs each year, and that several large organisations sponsor
their own laboratories in the United States and in as many as
eleven other nations. The American Management Aasociation
recently inaugurated and is now conducting T-Groups on a
rather large d e .
A second reason concerns the alleged psychological damage
to participants. Although there is little scientific evidence of
such damage reported in the literature, there are anecdotal
reports of psychological disturbances. Such reports are not well
documented, hut there is reason to believe this damage is possible as a result of the properties of the T-Groups and the
anxiety deliberately induced as part of the T-Group experience. This second reason will be discussed in more detail later.
The third reason the controversy is significant is that it
raises important ethical questions, Opponents of the T-Group
movement argue that the validity of the method has not been
demonstrated, that possible damages could be severe, and that
it is therefore unethical to offer T-Groups on a wmmercial
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basis and to make claims that they wlll result in greater awareness of oneself, greater sensitivity to the nepds of others, and,
in general, improved human relations arid management praetiees. The opponents further argue that T-Groups are a form
of manipulation that may rrsult in serious psychological damage to participants and are based on % methodology that 1s an
invasion of personal privacy and not properly within the prorince of employer-employee relations, consulting firms, or bueiness schools.
I n a n attempt to clarify the issues and evaluate the evidence
pertinent to the controversy it is necessary to consider ( 1 )
what happens to the participants throughout the T-Group experience atid (2) what effect T-Group traimng has on the participants’ personalitics, perceptions, attitudes, and job behavior.
After reviewing the evidence, I shall draw conclusions pertinent to thc effective application of T-Group education and
raise several questions that I hclieve must be considered when
trying to determine the appropriateness of T-Groups for specific management development objectives.
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emotionality and loss of work orientation from which the
group recovers quickly.” Finally, the fourth phase 18 accompanied by diminished a5ect and high-level work performance.
Thelan and Dickerman (1949) conducted a content analysis
of tape recordings of 15 two-hour training group meetings.
Based on this content analysis plus notes from leaders of seven
other groups, Thelan drew the following tentative conclusions:
In the first phase of training, various members of the group
quickly attempted to establish their customary places in a
leadership hierarchy, in an attempt to establish the “pecking
order” of the group. Next came a period of frustration and
conflict aroused by the leader in nullifying the pecking order
and the remnants of authoritarian atmosphere in which the
conecpt of pecking order is rooted. This phase is followed by a
phase of cohesiveness, friendliness, complacency, and smugness. The fourth and final phase witnesses the development of
a sense of purpose and urgency along with a retaining of the
group-centeredness and sensitivity evolved in the third phase.
In a similar study, Tannenbaum et al. (1961) report content
analysis of diary entries made by T-Group participants
-throughout their training. The authors‘ analysis revealed that
“. . .emotional response to sensitivity training is quite high,
and often is experienced as disturbing.”
Bass (196211) asked 30 supervisors, engineers, and administrators from the same company to complete a mood check list
at specified times throughout training. He found that anxiety,
egotism, aggression, and depression varied only slightly
thmughout a T-Group sesion. However, the introduction of
simulated competition had the e5ect of increasing feelings of
agvession among losers, but not of reducing such feelings for
winners. I t should be pointed out that Bass’s experiment was
conducted within the framework of a more structured T-Group
approach than t h m reported a b v e .
Although these studies lack rigor in some respects and when
viewed individually are suspect, when they are viewed colleetively there appears to be substantial consistency among them.
These studies suggest that people frequently experience high
levels of anxiety in the T-Group during the middle of the process, and at the same time feel unsettled and uncomfortahle

/--

Studies Concerned wilh Events throughout h e Training

~

Studies concerning the T-Group proc~ssprovide a basis for
speculation concerning the psychological effects of T-Groups
on the participants.
Stock and Thelan (1958) studied the relationship between
group progress and emotionality during group growth. Two
observers made independent judgments of a sample of statements made in each meeting by the participants. These observations revealed that nork groups passed through four developmental phases. The first phase, an exploratory phase, was
primarily concerned with establishment of procedures and
goals. Emotional tones displayed varied from quite flat to
quite excited.
I n the second and third phases, groups experienced intense
feeling. High excitement was generated along with personallyoriented activity infused with considerable a5ect. The authors
report, “Af€ect-laden statements which are not immediately
useful to work tasks lead to brief periods of massively expressed
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about their own opinions and the comments made to them by
othen. As the T-Group experience continues, this anxiety recedes. If we were to chart this on a conceptual graph, the pattern of the data would be that the anxiety rises during the
middle of the T-Group and then declines agnin.
This is not surprising, and T-Group proponents would
neither disclam this anxiety nor state that it is undesirable. For
example, Burke and Bennis (196l), in a review, consider i t a
part of the theoretical basis of T-Group training:
The d fsetors we

-cute
wrth oimnrzatmn life are eonrpmously
. It ~1hoped that this ambiguous
and cmdefv-pruducin~ ailuahrm will ereate an atmosphere m ahicb
in&viduals em identify snd conacrously disgnore the inteiyersooal and
group problems which emerge, BQ well 88 gain deeper undenlandiog of

abeent at the outset of the T-Gmup .

t h e n own reaiti00~1toward authority hpures, eolleaguea, oeeds far con-

trol. mtrmscy, belonging, ete. (Italics mnel

Studies bncemed with T-Group Effects
Studies concerned with the &ects of T-Groups can he divided into those concerned with changes in participant characteristics and those concerned with changes in behavior on
the job. Participant characteristics have been generally measured by participant responses to questionnaires and tests,
wherens behavior has been measured b y the observations of
others who work closely with the participant in the actual job
situation.
Effects on Participant Characteristics

Kernan (1963) conducted a well-designed, controlled experiment to test personality changes induced hy T-Groups and obtsjned rather contradictory and confusing results. Employing
two experimental and two control groups consisting of 23 persons each, he found no mean changes in responses to measures
of authoritarian attitudes, opinions toward the use of di5‘erent
leadership styles, or changes in Thematic Appereeption Tests
of tolerance, toughness, friendlinepi, interpersonal problems,
dominance, or nurturance. H e found that trained subjects
changed their responses to a measure of Machiavellianism
(tendency to manipulate people) and a measure of verbal reactiveness, but their responsesseemed to be influenced largely by
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the conditions under which they completed the questionnaires.
Those who completed the questionnaire under actual job conditions increased ~n Machiavellianism and decreased in verbal
reactiveness significantly more than in trained groups, whereas
thwe who eompleted the questionnaire off the job showed
changes in the opposite direction on these scores. Kernan concludes that his findings may be due to the fact that such personal changes may not result from short periods of training
and that either differences in trainers or test conditions influenced responses.
Bass (1962b) studied the eEects of T-Group’training on the
perceptions of trainees. To measure perceptual effects, Buss
queried each participant who saw parts of the movie, Twelve
Angry Men, by the use of the incomplete sentence technique.
For example, each participant responded to such questions as:
“The reason that the architect (Henry Fonda) went to the
drinking fountain was that
” or “The old man
changed his vote because
The responses of ten randomly-selected subjects, drawn from
the 36 available, were content-analyzed and a sensitivity m r e
obtained. Subsequently, members from three di5erent sensitivity laboratories were given the same test. However, only m e
group of the three samples was given the test prior to training.
From his results, Bass concluded that:
Performance on the tee1 is ~lgnificantly inoreascd aa a result of the
management trnining Ihbor&U)ty The mores match opmonr of peem and
staff psychologiatr’ ~ppiaidals the inference being that management
tlf~niaglaboratones do inowaez p s r L l e i ~ t ’ snmmvrty.

.

Argyris (1962) evaluated T-Group training in one organieation for its impact on perception and written responses of those
who participated in the training. Argyris used before and after
questionnaire measurements of 7 control subjects and 11 experimental (T-Group) subjects. A second measurement of the
&ects of the training on the trained group was derived fmm
the rational and interpersonal disagreements that each group
experienced.
Argyris concluded (with some reservations concerning the
methods, eontrols, long-term effects, and applicability) that
the training had met previously established objectives in vary-
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ing degrees. However, due to the limitations of his sample size
and to the fact that no tests of aimificance of diffexences were
applied to the dats, his conclusion appears somewhat risky.
As part of the same study, Argyris collected data based on
interviews with subordinates of the experimental group. These
subordinates responded positively to the interview questions
and gave strong testimony that the T-Group method had induced change. However, no control was provided to minimize
interviewer or interviewee bias. Argyris noted that his function
as both T-Group trainer and examiner may have intheneed
subordinates’ responses toward a more positive expression.
Harrison (19F2) conducted a follow-up evaluation of the
Argyris T-Group study by asking members of the organization
to fill out questionnaires describing other persons in the organization. Respondents described T-Group members and other
members of the organization who did not have T-Group training. Respondents were instructed to select 10 persons with a
wide variety of personal characteristics who were well known to
themselves. One control group and two experimental groups
participated. The first erperimental group consisted of 11 managers,and the semod of 8. Members of one of the experimental
gmups described each other both before and after training. T h e
other experimental group members described persons other
than those who participated with them in the training program.
Harrison hypothesiied that in every experimental case there
would he a significant shift after training toward the use of
more interpersonal descriptions. H e states:
This prediction w a ~oonfirmrd far 811 oonditions except that in which the
hmt expenmental gmup dcseribed 10 b ~ o ~ i s t ewho
s did not participate in
the training.. Under thia eondition there wm no inereage 10 the use of
interpersonal snd emotional descriptions.

..

Harrison’s findings show that the training affected the perceptions of the members toward each other, hut not toward
people who were not in T-Groups with them.
Burke and Bennis (1961) conducted an analysis of the perceptual transitions of 84 T-Group members incurred during
training. To control the effect of variables other than the TGroup training, the sessions were conducted under laboratory
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shifts as evidence for the effectiveness of sensitivity training
in changing attitudes toward greater open-mindedness and
ascribed the results to the fact that high scorers, being already
more open-minded a t the outset, stood to change little 00 the
variables measured. T h a t is, their change scores were limited
hy the upper boundary of the scale.
I n an attempt to measure participants’ perception of the
ongoing pmeess of sensitivity training, Lakin and Carson
(1964) had four gmups participate in 16 meetings each and
measured self-report responses to 11 variables. They found
that, while there is a clear perception of the phases of development of the group in the minds of the sophisticated practitioner, there are no such clearly seen phases of development
among the participants. H e concluded that group experience
may he no less unique than individual experience. By graphing
the pooled self-reports of group members among the four
groups, he found he could not predict the perception of even
such clear-cut dimensions as woperativeness or competitiveness.
Stock (in Bradford et ol., 1964) reports studies by Glidwell
and by Miles, Cohen, and Whidmau based on participant responses that reflect desired individual learning. Stock reports
t h a t Glidwell found that 71 percent of the members changed
their self-perceptions in the direction of greater involvement
and greater concern about developing skill and awareness in
interpersonal relations. Sixty-seven percent in&
their belief that the ability to give service to others is a crucial factor
in problem solving and 42 percent gained constructive change
concerning the interrelationships between themselves and others in problem-solving behavior.
Miles, &hen and Whidman (Bradford et al., 1964), in a
study designed to evaluate an individual’s diagnostic ability
and his sensitivity to the feelings and behavior of others and
also to group decisions, found that there was some improvement in the variable “sensitivity to feelings.” It is not clear
from Stock’s report whether or not control groups were used
or whether the measures of change have been validated against
any job-performance measures.
Carron (1964) conducted an experimental field study to de-
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conditions. pre-patlt test measnrements revealed that statistie a h UmiIimnt D e I C e D t U d chanm took dace. They write:
~I
~
~

.~

Membprs of T-Gmups, during the conof their traiOiv arppriena.
beenme more satdkd in thew m p t i o n of alf, moved their sctual
perecpb in the direetlon of their ideal, b m c , at leaat by c0lt.m meu m , more congruent in their pereeptiao of others, and came to ye olhers
more
the other individunls r e themrrlwr. R e d t r lend -me aupport to
the claims of human rrlation~practitioner$ that partiripation m B tramin8 group can he beneheml m r ~ n e n t i n gperceptions of others, and that
the training group, and the concept of total laboratory atmosphere, IS a
powerful medium of chaoge

Dunnette (1962, p. 285) reports a study conducted by Massarik and Carlson designed to assess the possible personality
changes attributed to sensitivity training. Based on a before
and after administration of the California Psychological Inventory, Massarik and Carlson found that 48 hours of sensitivity interaction among 70 business students brought about only
minor changes in the expected direction of increased spontaneity, and slightly lowered overall use of control.
Using the Gordon Personal Profile as a before and after
measure of students’ perceptions of themselves and their trainers, Lohmann, Zenger, and Wcschler (1959) tested 65 college
students over a 16-week period of biweekly sessions in sensitivity training. They hypothesized that students would see
themselves as more adequate after the training, hut they found
no significant differences in group self-adequacy mean scores
after the training. They explain this finding as being due to the
fact that they were dealing with a group of non-neurotic suhjects whose before training self-adequacy was already high.
The results of a study by Haiman (1963) on changes in
open-mindedness among college students brought about by
participation in group sensitivity training sessions revealed
that there was a significant shift in attitude as measured by a
composite open-mindedness scale. A total of 425 subjects, who
responded to items from Adomo’s California F Scale, Rckeach’s Dogmatism Scale, and some items contributed hy
Haiman, participated in a 10-week course a t Northwestern
University. Ha&
found that low scorers on the initial test
shifted Significantly toward more open-mindedness on the
poat-test than did high initial s c o r n T h e author cites such
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termine the effect of T-Group training on the opinions of Research and Development managers toward two kinds of leader
behavior. H e asked the participants to complete the Leader
Opinion Questionnaire before and after training, and he wmpared the changes in responses to the responses of an untrained
control group. The participants were asked to describe, by
means of completing Likert-type questions, the m o u n t of
consideration and the amount of initiating structure the “ideal
leader” exhibits. The consideration dimension mBIulwpB the
degree to which a leader shows concern for the well being of
his subordinates, doea little things for the p u p , uses participative decision making and is generally supportive of his subordinates. The initiating structure dimension measures the degree
to which the leader plans, organizes, and controls the work of
his unit and his subordinates, the degree to which he establishes a structure to guide his subordinates by making known
his expectations, letting them know where they stand, and
defining responsibilities and procedurea. Carron found that a
significantly greater number of the trained gmup changed their
opinions concerning ideal leader behavior. The training had
the effect of causing them to place higher value on conaideration and less value on structure. I n other words, his findings
suggest t h a t the training emphasized t h a t consideration is desirable and structure is undesirable, and that the participants
responded acmrdingly by changing their opinions c o n m i n g
what is desirable leader behavior. Although Carron interprets
his findings as evidenee for desirable change resulting from
the training, I would interpret his findings differently. There
is substantial evidence to suggest that behavior characterized
as high consideration-high structure has frequently been found
to he associated with effective and successful leaderahip for
widely different populations (Fleishman Q Harris, 1962; Halpin, 1957; Oaklander & Fleishman, 1964; Rush, 1957).
What Carron’s data do suggest, when viewed in the light of
previous research, is that an opinion change occurred as a result of the T-Group training and that after the training the
trainees believed more in the need for one kind of desirable
leader behavior, namely consideration, and less in the need for
a second kind of behavior, namely structure, which has been
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found in previous research to be significantly associated With
highly evaluated and successful leadership. A s we shall see in
a later scctian, Carron's findings suggest an explanation for
some of the undesirable behavioral effects assoelated with T Group traming.

Effect of T-Groups on Behavior
Several studies have been reported that deal with the effect
of T-Group experience on the job behavior of the participants
in the actual work situation. As one would expect, the findings
are somewhat mixed, but there does appear to be a thread of
consistency that runs through them.
Miles (1960) reports a well-controlled experiment designed
to evaluate the effects of laboratory training on Job performance. To memure periarmance change, Miles used the Ohlo
State Leader Description Questionnaire (Stagdill & Coons,
1957), the Group Performance Scale (Pepinsky, Pepinsky,
Minor & Robin, 1959), and an open-ended posetraining messure of perceived change which Miles developed for this experiment.
No significant performance changes directly attributablo to
the training were revealed by his before-and-after measurements, However, 73 percent of the experimental group memhers and 17 percent and 29 percent, respectively, of thc
matched and random control groups showed change a t the .01
level of significance, based on the m e s u r e of perceived change.
Further, the degree of perceived change wrrehted significantly (r = .a)
with ratings by trainers of the amount of
learning judged to have taken place for each participant.
The validity of Miles' perceived change scores might be
questioned since other before-and-after measures revealed no
change, and since the Ohio State Leadership Scales have previously been demonstrated to be sufficiently sensitive to detect
changcs in human relations behavior (Fleishman, Harris &
Burtt. 1955). However, Bunker (1965) Conducted a similar
evaluation of T-Group effects and wllected data which lend
credence to the posetraining perceived change measure used
by Miles. To check the validity of t h e perceived change ques-
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p b n t in the electronics field. The wntrol group consisted of
15 subjects who were matched with the experimentals by department, supervisory level, age, and sex. Observers were instructed to report anonymously, to the experimenter, any
changes they observed in the subject's characteristic behavioral
pattern, They were not informed about the training or other
aspects of the study design. The observation period covered
the 15 weeks of the cmrse and extended 15 weeks beyond the
end of the wurse.
Although no statistical tests of significance were applied to
the Bndings, there appeared to be large and meaningful differences in the observations of the two groups. Of the total of 15
subjects in each group, 9 in the experimental group wcre observed to have changed one or more times as compared with
7 who were so observed in the control group. However, the
frequency of incidents reported for the experimental group was
25 as compared with 11 for the control group, a ratio of 2.3 to
1. The observers wded each change acwrdmg to whether it
resulted in more or less effective supervision. Fifteen of the
experimental observations were said to increase supervisory
eftectivencss of the subjects, seven derreased their effectiveness, and three bad no influence on effectiveness as compared
with the control observations of eight increases, two decrcases,
and one no influence observation. The author reports, "The
experimental subjects were reported to show decreased effectiveness in the personal category in a substantial number of
reports. Analysis of these changes reveals a heavy emotional
loading in the nature of change. It is speculated that these
subjects were venting emotion to a greater degree than usual
and to the observers, operating in a culture which devalues
such expression, this behavior yielded a negative evaluation."
These findings appear especially relevant to the question of
T-Group effects on leadership behavior. One might speculate
that the direction of change depends on factors associated
with the trainee, the observer of the trainees, or the situation
in which the trainee supervises. While not in themselves conelusive these findings dearly suggest that T-Group training is
a powerful force with the potential for either desirable or undesirable effecta.
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tionnaire, Bunker asked several raters to describe each participant. IIe rcports:
Two-thirds of the expermental sub]rcta 88 romprred m t h one-third 01
the contrnla h t d one or more iperifir nbnrn~almnra1 diange confirmed bs
POU~~YIICOIC ~ r w " pthe repoats of two YI more derrihers The mcurrroce
nf dracnCr
m r n t with 11>>s firrjiii $nus lor hoth
.eta
"P.
indientrn that a good nortion nf thr subiwt$' < h r w r r
The di#rrmre
pwpurtmo of agrremrnls hctxeen the two gioup~
myp"rC
inlrr,,wtnl,on of the dltp , . a3 mOxr S,Jl,atanuw lha aruf a c t u l ... Vcrlfied rhrulgea meur inom freqoently for experimenW subjects thno expected. even when the oxyeetntaon is haad uwn the t o l d
number of c h m m mentioned lor all subjee(s in each gmap. These data
permit m to plrre mmc cunfid~nro ~n the pooled ohseivatrarv of the
seveml vbserrerr i.r each auhwt, m d further ~adleate that the verifiedchange m r e ~8 an even morn p w c r f u l drwrminatni bctween cxpellmrntda and e o n ~ r o lthan
~
the total ehangc scores

Using the perceived change measures described above as his
criteria for on-the-job effects of T-Group training, Bunker
(1965) found: (1) A significantly greater proportion of experimental subjects than controls were in the middle and top
thirds of the distribution of change scores ( p < .001). This
finding WBS replicated by tests of subsamples of the same data.
(2) On-the-job effects of training arc significantly correlated
with participant learning scores, based on ratings by peers in
p the amount of behavior change evidenced
the learning g ~ u u of
over the 2-week training period. I t will be recalled that Miles
found a similar correlation. Bunker concludes that "these data
permit an interpretation adding support to the proposition
that individual learning outcomes from laboratory education
are transferable to other environments and relationships" and
t h a t "most of the wvariance is attributable to those in the
upper third of the distribution scores based on ratings of adaptive change in the laboratory." (1965, p. 11.)
Underwood (1965) reports a field experiment in which the
effects of T-Group training were measured in terms of positive
and negative changes in personal, interpersonal, and nonpersonal behavior as reported by work associates of the trainees.
The training consisted of a 15-session program conducted at
the rate of one %hour session per week. The experimental
subjects were 15 supervisors drawn from several departments
and organizational levels in an engineering and manufacturing
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Boyd and E l l i s (in Buchanan, 1 9 6 4 ~ evaluated
)
the relative
effcctiveness of a Zweek T-Group demonstration and lecture
program as compared to a 2-week course in administration
built around case discussions and lectures. The assessment was
made in terms of changes in the participants reported in interviews by the supervisor, two peers, and two subordinates of
each participant. These interviews were conducted 6 weeks
and again 6 months after completion of the courses. The laboratory subjects consisted of 42 people who attended three
dz-t
T-Group programs. The administration wurse subjects wnsistcd of 10 men selected to match as nearly as
ble the participants in the laboratory group.'In addition, 12
men, roughly equivalent to the laboratory participants in
terms of age, length of service, education and kind of position,
but who had not attended either of the courses, served as a
control group. Observations of each person were checked for
inconsistency between interviewees.
Buchanan reports that, consistent with expectations, the obsxvera of the uoo-trained managers reported the least number
of positive changes followed by the observers of the adminie
tration wurse participants. T h e greatest number of changes
reported wasby the observers of the participants of the laboratory course. Differences in number of observed positive changes
on the part of the laboratory participants, as compared with
the non-trained group and the administration course participants, were both significant beyond the 5% level of confidence.
hfore laboratory participants were observed to have made undesirable changes than members of either the non-trained
gmup or the administration course, consistent with findings
reported by Underwood above.
The researchers categorized what the participants said they
had learned and concluded that laboratory learning is characterized by learning about group behavior such as the loss of the
contributions to the group experienced through failure to
listen, the effect of pressure in creating resistance, and how
unstated purpose often impede gmup work. They state that
although learning about other people occurred in hoth group,
the laboratory resulted in more direct learning by experience
as against conventional training, which tends to an intellectual
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learning about the subject. The Observers also reported a
greater variety of changes on the part of laboratory particip a n t s a n average of 11 per class in the three laboratories, as
compared with four and five, respectively, for the participants
in the two administrations seminars.
Argyris (1965s) reports a study in which he developed and
tested a set of categories to measure the interpersonal competence of participants of group efforts, and then measured the
effects of a T-Group program in terms of interpersonal competence. To develop the measure of interpersonal competence,
two graduate students and Argyris audited tapes of problemsolving meetings, T-Groups, decision-making groups, and case
study groups, and assigned scores to behavior units. A unit
consisted of a single individual's verbal contribution t o the
group on a specific topic within a specific category of rating.
Inter-rater reliability was .86, .70, and .80 for the different
studies. The total number of behavior units scored was 4,958.
The hypothesis was advanced that the higber the plus scores,
the greater the interpersonal competence. To test this hypothesis, the behavior of 51 members of four T-Groups was
m r e d . Minuses were subtracted from plus signs to arrive at
an overall competence score. Each individual was ranked by
=re relative to all other individuals in his T-Group. These
mres and rankings were not divulged to the staff or to the
executives. Two stsff members and the oberver were asked
a t the end of the program to rank each individual in their
group. These rankings were used as criteria to test the validity
of the competence scores. Scores were then compared with
rankings. Agreement between scores and rankings was significant at the .05 level of confidence, thus suggesting validity of
the scores. To evaluate the T-Group, 21 participants evaluated
their experience in terms of their satisfaction with the T Group. There was agreement between expressed satisfaction
and interpersonal competence scores for 17 of the 21 respondents. The data thus suggest that the men's perceived degree of
learning and satisfaction with the laboratory experience correlated highly with the quantitative scores. This suggests that
people high in interpersonal competence, as measured by this
index, are more likely to be pleased with T-Group experience.
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on participant response; rather, evidence is collected from
those having frequent contact with the participant in his normal work activities. The source of the evidence is especially
important because of the possibility of bias resulting from self
descriptions of participants.
In addition to the above studies, which appear to meet the
conventional requirements of social science research, there are
several additional studies or reports of experience that warrant
inclusion here because they suggest some explanations for the
findings of the above studies.
Argyris (1962) conducted an experimental evaluation of
the effect of nine T-Group meetings followed by four "organizational diagnostic sessions" in which the group addressed
itself to the diagnosis of problems that would have required
meetings under ordinary conditions. The opinions and expressed feelings of 10 experimental subjeds were compared
with those of seven controls who did not attend the program.
T h e two groups were roughly matched at the outget for (1)
the values t h a t they held regarding effective human relationships, (2) the degree of perceived conformity in the organization, and (3) the degree of interpersonal competence m r e s .
Interpersonal mmpetence 8eo~e8w m dwived from content
analysis of tape recordings of ten meetings. The scores reflected
the percentage of times t h a t a subject perceived his influenee
attempts in t h e meeting to he succesful.
To evaluate the effects of the program, Argyris employed a
combination of his own otservations and interviews with the
suhjmts and their subordinates and questionnaires administered to the subjects.
Argyris reports o h r v i n g several incidents throughout the
meetings that reflected changes in attitudes, perceptions, and
behavior of the experimental group members. He also reports
that members of the control group observed changes in behavior but that a "wearing off" phenomenon was observed by
them after the first several weeks after the laboratory. During
the program, interviews with five experimental members arose
spontaneously. I n all cases. the memben reported positive
experiences. Argyris draws the following conclusions based on
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Competence =ores were also computed throughout the TGroup seasions to describe individual learning while in proeeas.
Individual learning curves were not smooth. Low leaners had
higher negative scores and were lens able to correct defensive
behavior although they could do so. Moderate learners were
able to correct defensive behavior, hut not as much as they
were able to increase their plus behavior. High learners tended
to have more ability to be open. help others, and to experiment, They seemed to contribute more to the group rather
than merelx learning from it.
Argyris (1965b) dso used this measure of interpersonal
competence t o evaluate the e5ects of five m i a t r u e t u r e d TGroup meetings on the behavior of a board of directors. C a t e
gory scores for the first three sessions were compared to the
last two sessions of the change program, and they revealed
significant increases in five dimensions of interpersonal compe
tence. Seven board meetings were then analyzed after the
change sessions. These meetings were conducted throughout
the 14-month period following the change programs. The first
five were held within six months after the change sessions.
Significant changes in "concern for others' feelings and ideas,"
"openness," and "helping others" were positive. Antagonism
scores decreased. In-balance (similar to cognitive dissonance
scores) also decreased. Comparison of mres for hoard m e e t
ings immediately before the change session with two meetings
conducted 8 and 12 months after the change session indicated
significant desirable changes in behavior. Finally, a eomparison of two pre-change program hoard meetings with one m e e t
ing 14 months after the program replicated these findings.
One of the most striking results of the above studies (at
least to me) is the lack of contradiction among the findings.
All six studies revealed what appesr to be important positive
effects of T-Group training. Two of the studies report negative
effectsas well. These findings take on special significance when
one considers the rigor with which the studies were conducted.
All of the studies employed control groups to discount the
effects of factors other than the T-Group experience. A11 of
the evidence is based on observations of the behavior of the
participants in the actual job situations. No reliance is placed
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his interviews and observations throughout the laboratory
program.
The learnings devrloped by the ex~crlmrntalgroup aurpalscd o m , r a
well 8s the I X P P I I ~ I Fexpectations
~
I h n . r q m f e d . and * P obserred.
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l
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rathpi than through i n t ~ i p e r ~ n a relat~on-h~ps
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and work irithin the irnmcwork oi the new d u e 8 Aim, many routines
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In the evaluation of the program conducted by Argyris,
Harrison (in Argyris, 1962) also measured changes in the perceptions of the trainees t o r a r d persons who did not attend
the T-Group program with them. H e found that, although the
participants changed their perceptions of each other, the same
group failed to show a significant ehange in its way of seeing
colleagues who did not attend the program. Furthermore, they
reported great difficulty and frustration in extending new ways
of responding to others who did not participate in the training.
Thus, Harrison's findings fail to demonstrate that any positive effects of the T-Group training were carried beyond the
interpersonal relationships created within the trained group
itself. One objective of the program was to increase the participants' awareness of interpersonal factors in general. The progrmn undertaken for this study appears to h a w been a disappointment in this respect. Harrison also reports that the
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psrtieipaotsincurred enme frustration in attempting to apply

new behavior on the job.
Clark and Culbert (1965) conducted a study to determine
in what kind of persons and under what conditions behavioral
change is most likely to take place aa a result of T-Group participation. To measure the effect of T-Group training, two
raters analyzed participants’ communications with other perwns.Attention waa paid to the flexibility, openness, and Euidity of the participant. In addition, they obtained measures of
the perceptions of T-Group members relevant to other memhem of the group and the training situation itself. Baaed on
statistical analyak of individual mm, they found that the
results of T-Group training varied: (1) four out of 10 Partieipanta improved signhieantly (.Ol): (2) these four improved
in the same way that previous research shows participants in
psychotherapy would be expected to change; (3) one member
worsened significantly; (4) the mean group score remained
unchanged.
Improvement was unrelated either to the participant’s perception of the trainer, or his perception of the group. However,
a significant positive relationship waa obtained between individual change and the number of mutually perceived therapeutic relationshipa I n other words, thoae who changed m&
felt that they were in a supportive social relationship with
other members of the group.
Although these findings are based on a very small sample,
and no ccntrol group, they do suggest some of the possible
determinants of change at work in T-Groups.
Buchanan and Brunstetter (1959) conducted an evaluation
of an organization development program in which a modified
form of T-Group training waa the main “input.” All of the
members in one large department of a company participated in
a series of T-Group, with higher levels attending first. Using
an the measure of change a questionnaire filled out hy all members of management in the department, and a control department aa a means of sasessing the extent of improvement not
attributable to the program, they found that significantly
greater improvement occurred in the working of the trained
department. Reaponsea of two-thirds of the trained super-
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the training. Such indueed anxiety may have the very unre
warding effect of unsettling, upsetting, and frustrating those
subjected to it. The method may also have the intended effect
of inducing more consideration for subordinates, less dependence on others, less demand for subservience from others, and
better communication through more adequate and objective
listening.
Several questions may now be raieed, pertinent both to the
management faced with a need for change, and to the social
scientist whose particular skills are requisitioned for the aecomplishment of the manager’s aims. I t behooves both agents
of change to consider carefully whether or not T-Group training is the most desirable method, where, and when, such methods can most profitably be utilized in light of current awareness of overall effects.
My questions are grouped into two categories: those concerning eflective use of T-Groups, and those concerningethical
ieaues inherent in the method.
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visors were refleeted in improvement of their work unita. These
findings must he treated with some caution because the measure of change is b d on responses of the participants of the
program rather than independent observers of participant behavior.
Buchanan (1964a, I964b) and Blanslield (1962) report TGroup programs administered to entire organizational units
that resulted in substantial positive changes in delegation of
authority, managerial performance, teamwork and effectiveneea of the organizational unit. Unfortunately no quantitative
888essment of change is reported and control gmups were not
Used.

On the more negative side, Budanan (1964~)reports an
incident in which the use of T-Groups throughout an organization resulted in rather traumatic effects on an entire depart. Less than.. .%% years after the development proment. “_.
gram was begun the program was discontinued, the bead of
the department was replaced, and the organization development (training) sta5 accepted jobs in other companiea. Why?
So far as could be determined it was because the style of management and the approach to problems which were emerging
from the developmental effort came into conflict with that
practiced a t higher levels of the company (Buchanan, 1961c,
pp. 1%14).” And, Schein and Bennis (1965) report three incidents in which participants of T-Groups experienced more tension upon return to the job after T-Group training as a rmult of
increased conEict with the people in their organization who
held values and attitudes incompatible with those nosntly
acquired by the T-Group participants. It should be noted that
this experience is not unique to T-Group training. Field experiments with other training methods have yielded similar
findings (Flcisehman, Harris & Burtt, 1955; Sykes, 1962).
Condusiom Bared on ihe Evidence

I n the l i t of the above findings, it appears safe to draw
several conclusionsregarding the use of T-Groups for the purpose of management or organizational improvement. It has
been shown that T-Group training is not only capahle of inducing anxiety, but that the anxiety is an intended part of
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leader, the expectations, attitudes, and abilities of the followers, and the nature of the organization in which the leadership
is to be exercised. Studies by the Ohio State Leadership Grcup
(Shmtle, 1956) and the Universlty of Michigan Institute of
Social Research (Likert, 1961), demonstrate that the behavior
patterns taught in T-Groups, such as consideration and sensitivity, only partially determine leademhip effectiveness, and
these characteristics are by no means universal. Dr. Warren
Bennis (I%), a proponent of T-Group training, states the
‘argument thin way:

Eflective Use of T-Growpa
Four questions are cited to guide the manager in d e h i n iog when T-Group training is appropriate to achieve his spe-

It is not posaible at this point to be rertaio whether these new 0rg.ntional values lead to impmvsd porfomanee .for =ample, t h e new
change-induction proi-i
cmphablsed openness rather than X I E ~ ~ E YN,
penor-subordmate collabration rather than depndency or rebellion, mtprnal rather than external oommitment, team leadership rpthar than II
m e to one vertlesl relationhip, authentx relattonshlps rathei than dincon or coeimon, and M on, What then happena to statua or power? What
b o u t those mmwduaii who have L low need for p~rtrcipstion and/or a
high need for structure and dependence7 And, what about tho- pemoDnl
needa whlch ~ _ r nta be incompatible with these models, such LI & hwh
need for power or a d e n 7 In ahort, what ahout thase needs which can
be apresed and best realized m a burwlcntic m&aoim? Am t h e
poopk erpeeted ta be h g e d through m m -formation
of a d s , or
.we they expected ta yield to a concept of hvmao nature incomp+ib!e
mththeirom needs?

cific goals.
1. Are the changes that T-Group training induces the kind
required for more effective leader behavior?
We have seen that T-Group training can result in better
listening, more supportive behavior, more considerate man%
gera, more sensitive people, and leas need for dependence. Research indicates that these values rn associated with effective
managerial performance for certain kinds of organizations and
certain kin& of subordinates. There is evidence that these
values, however, do not alwaya lead to more & d i v e organizational performanee. For example, one might Bsk: “Should
combat sergeants have these cbaracteristica to command effectively in the field?”
We h o w from a vast amount of evidence that there are
situational factors which determine the kind of leaders and
followers required. Fundamental to the determination of effective leadership practices are the immediate superior of the

While T-Group training is a powerful tool for inducing
change, the change may be either beneficial or detrimental to
both the organization and the individuals involved. If we make
a few members of an organiiation independent and considerate, and they return to an organization which does not reward
independent and considerate behavior, what would happen
to these people? Will they be more or less effective, satisfied,
and accepted?
Generslly, the T-Group experienceresults in more considerate employee-orientedleader behavior. None of the studies r e
viewed above suggesu that T-Groups increase the trainee’s
use of initiating structure. Although increased consideration
may be desirable, it may even be incurred a t the coat of decreases in other desired opinions or attitudes toward behavior.
For example, Carron’s findings revealed that after training, as
opposed to before training, managera held the opinion that
structured behavior wan less desirable (Carron, 1964).
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2. Cmr the m g a n i z a h tolerate the changes h the a i -

viduol if the T-Group is avecesaJulP
The T-Group experience hss been shown to result in changes
in perception and opinions. When such changes are inconsistcnt with the values and attitudes held by members of the
organization, it is likely that the T-Group participant will find
himself in role conflict over disagreements between himself
and others in the Organization with whom he must deal if he is
to verform effectively and to remain a satisfied member of the
organization. The study by Harrison and the c a e s reported
by Buchanan, Schein, and Bennis all suggest strongly that such
conflict is induced occasionally as a result of T-Group training.
Again, the findings reported by Carron shed some light on the
particular values that are likely to result in conflict. Carron's
study revealed that the T-Group program he evaluated resulted in lowering the participant's opinion toward the use of
initiating structure. However, the Ohio State Leadership studies (Stopdiu & Coons, 1957) have repeatedly shown that superiors evaluate highly those subordinate managers who are
high in initiating structure. Thus, one would expect a training
effort that devalues structure t o result in conflict between the
participants and their superiors.
3. Can the candidate tolerate the anxiety involved in the
T-Group process?
Most T-Group participants are adults, already settled in
their ways, who have gone through the adjustment processes
involved in adolescence and early adulthood. They have wellestablished behavior patterns, habits, responses, values, emotional reactions and defense mechanisms-all of which have
now become meaningful to them, and which allow them to
operate in their own environment.
The T-Gmup experience is a very soul-searching process. It
requires the individual to i n t r q e c t , to look at his own valnes
and his own emotions, to ssk himself whether and why he likes
them, and whether h e wishes to live the way he has. After a
person is established in his way of life, two things must be
considered: a ) Does he have the general ability to tolerate t h e
anxiety involved in this kmd of soul-searching? and b) Is he
a t this time going through some other strew experience such
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problems which they are not capable of recognizing or handling?

QuestCmeerning Ethicol Zwes
The questions raised so far will not be easily awwered, and
they depend on some knowledge of the candidate, some knowledge of the organization, of the kind of behavior desired in an
ideal employee, and the kind and m o u n t of behavioral change
the organization can tolerate, Research to date has been
sketchy m terms of answers to these questions, but, as investigation continues, quite conclusive answers will eventually
emerge.
However, aside from the factual information considered
thus far, there is another whole realm of inquiry to be considered; namely, the ethical values implicit in externally mducing changes in an individual's life style. On this matter
there is admittedly no one answer and much room for disagreement among reasonable and sincere men.
I. What resprmsibiiity and authority do the manager and the
o r g m k t i o n have over the personal well-being and p r i u q of
their subordinates?
What responsibility does the organization have far maintemce of respect for the individual, which conceivably could be
jeopardized by methods utilized to bring about desired changes
within the organizational structure?
3. Is it within management'g prerogatives t o direct an employee to attend a T-Group?
Many proponents of T-Groups argue that this is not therapy, and many opponents claim that it is. At the very least it
must be said that T-Group training involves some of the pmperties of psychotherapy, namely, induced anxiety, interpersonal feedback, introspection, and self-reevaluation. Should a
manager m u m e the authority to order people to engage in a
soul-searching procese which involves interpersonal feedback
and which requires them to undergo introspection under conditions of indueed anxiety?
Insofar as pogsible, precautions should be taken to prevent
those likely to he hurt hy this process from entering into it in
the first place. Entry should be strictly voluntary since the con-
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adjusting to the change of life on the part of himself or
other members of his family, or meeting difficult financial ohligations?
T o prevent avoidable emotional disturbances, a d m k i o n to
T-Groups should be based on a careful screening p r o m designed to ensure that partkipants are able to withstand and
profit from the anxiety induced in the T-Group process.
4. What are the credentials of the T-Group leaders?
Perhaps this question should be restated. Is the person being
considerd f0r.T-Group leader qualified to conduct group emotional learning processes (as opposed to cognitive learning)?
At this point, the soul-searching of both management and
social scientist is a t its height. Management must accept credentials established by the prevailing professional standard,
but within such standards lies a wide latitude of skill and competence. I t is for the social scientist called upon to participate
in the T-Group training program t o determine for himself,
within his own individual standard or professional evaluation,
whether or not his skills and the use of the particular method
are most appropriately employed in a given situation, regardless of the pressure for change or his personal commitment to
the T-Group method.
Many of the T-Group properties deal with complex psychological and sociological variables. The T-Group is designed to
induce anxieties and to stimulate interpersonal feedback, introspection, and seU-evaluation. Although some may claim
that the T-Group is not therapeutic, within the latitude of
T-Group emphasis are methods which closely approximate
methods utilized in overtly therapeutic processes. This being
the case, I believe it is imperative that T-Group leaders have
psychological training equivalent to that required for professional clinical psychology.
The issue is one of some concern at this moment, because
there are training directors, personnel manegem, business consultants. and members of business scbaol faculties, not trained
in psychological practice, who nevertheless engage in T-Group
training. Are they perhaps getting beyond the area in which
they were trained, and might they not evoke anxieties or
88
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tent of the discussions often involves personal feelings and at
least the possibility of personal problems. Y a y the manager
ethically order, or even subtly suggest, that people who work
for him and depend on him or the organization for their livelihood engage in this kind of activity? Or must it be strictly
voluntary? How is such suggestion or direction different from
ordering an employee to undergo treatment from a wmpanypaid psychologist or psychiatrist? Certainly psychological
treatment may be warranted, but involvement in such treatment must be left to the individual if it is not to be an invasion
of privacy and if it is to be consistent with the values of free
choice on which our political and economic systems rest.
3. If it is not within management's prerogative t o order a
person to attend T - G r m p training, then what conditions are
necessary to ensure that attendance is made on a strictly vohntary basis?
One could argue that, if the suggestion to attend comes from
someone other than the superior, voluntary attendance would
be assured. But should the suggestion come from the personnel
manager, who is a representative of management, even when
the employee is assured that attendance is strictly on a d u n tary hasis? Can it be guaranteed that the employee will not
interpret such a suggestion as a subtle order? The organization
possesses the power to reward and punish its employees and,
since the man is dependent upon the organization, there is the
risk that he will interpret any such suggestions as subtle coercion. The point is that there may be no qualitative difference
between subtle suggestion and subtle coercion from the employee's point of view.
4. Can organizetwn-wide ?'-Groups be called voluntary?
A not uncommon practice among organizations today is to
administer T-Group training to entire departments or organizational units. Under these circumstances, no stretch of the
imagination can conceive that they are voluntary on the part of
the employee subjected to the -ial pressure to participate. In
this instance, not only does the ~DS?set the example by attending himself, hut the pressure to eonform to the group standard
is usually more than an individual is capable of resisting, par-
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Instanccs of reported cmotiorial collapse as a result of participation in T - C h i p training are raw and romplctcly undocnmrnted, but the fact that they are alluded to, and a fcw
instances reported. raises serious ethical questions for the persons responsible for instituting such a method.
Each of the foregoing questions is recommended for serious
consideration before any decision is made to utilize the TGroup method of change within an organizational framework.
Recommendations

The above argument offers ample evidenre that the T-Group
method is a potentially powerful tool for changing behavior
which is differentially effective in a widc variety of situations
with a vide variety of individuals In the light of the questions
raised above, the following recommendations are offered as
precautionary measures designed to ensure maximal protection
for the individual while a t the same time allowing maximal
freedom for induction of needed changes within the organieation:
1. Careful study of performance requirements befarc deciaing to use T-Groups, to ensure that changes induced by the
effective T-Group are actually required far effective performance and are changes which the organization will support when
the individual returns to the job.
2. Careful preselection of participating individuals by means
of adequate psychometric instruments to screen out BS effectively as is possible any persons for whom this method might
prove potentially overwhelming.
3. Careful explanation, to those selected for participation,
of the goals and the process of T-Group training in order to
allow withdrawal of any individual who prefers not to invest
psychically in the program, and to provide a mental frame-
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work which will facilitate the learning process of those who attend.
4. Careful selection of the T-Group leader, to ensure that he
has adcquate training to conduct group emotional learning
sessions that deliberately induec anxiety, interpersonal feedback, intrapersonal introspection, and experimentation with
new methods of behavior.
5. Continued research to further elaborate the relationships
between individual characteristics and conditions of use of
T-Groups wliirh will result in greater refinrment of the methodology and isolate those situations where the method can most
effectively be employed.
6. Prowsion of reserve precautionary procedures to be instituted in the w e n t that s program, once begun, fails to fulfill
the expectations af either the organization or members of the
group Itself. Such precautions would include alternative methods for accomplishing the deaired changes as well as provisions
for the safety and well-being of individuals enrolled in an organization-sponsored program of behavmral retraining.
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